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ORAL ARGUMENT NOT YET SCHEDULED
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Hearth, Patio & Barbecue Association,
Petitioner
v.
United States Department of Energy, et
al.,
Respondents.
______________________________________
Natural Resources Defense Council,
Intervenor

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
: Case No. 10-1113, 10-1181
:
:
:
:
:
:

PETITIONERS’ OPPOSITION TO RESPONDENTS’ MOTION TO
CONSOLIDATE WITH PENDING CASES AND REQUEST FOR LEAVE
TO FILE A MOTION TO DISMISS OUT OF TIME
This litigation involves a challenge to an April 16, 2010 final rule in which
Respondents, the United States Department of Energy and the Secretary of Energy
(hereafter collectively “DOE”), decided to regulate decorative vented gas
fireplaces as heaters and subject them to heating efficiency standards. The heating
efficiency standards for decorative vented gas fireplaces are scheduled to take
effect on April 16, 2013.

Petitioner, Hearth, Patio & Barbecue Association
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(“HPBA”), needs relief from these heating efficiency standards by mid-2012, or
manufacturers of decorative vented gas fireplaces will be left with no alternative
but to come into compliance with unlawful requirements or run the risk that they
will be left without the ability to sell their products at all. DOE has already
delayed litigation on the merits in this case for more than four months, and now
seeks to impose further delay through the filing of an untimely and plainly
meritless motion to dismiss this litigation as moot or, alternatively, to consolidate
this litigation with other cases and hold it in abeyance until manufacturers are
denied any hope of timely relief from the heating efficiency standards imposed by
the April 16, 2010 final rule. See Respondents’ Motion to Dismiss as Moot or
Consolidate with Pending Cases (hereafter DOE’s “Motion to Dismiss”).1 This
Opposition addresses DOE’s motion to consolidate this litigation with other
pending cases and hold it in abeyance, and its unjustified request for leave to file a
dispositive motion out of time. HPBA reserves its right to address the merits of
DOE’s dispositive motion if leave to file such a motion is granted. See Circuit
Rule 27(g)(4).
DOE’s motion to consolidate and effectively suspend briefing on the merits

1

DOE also filed an accompanying motion to suspend or delay the completion of
briefing on the merits, see Respondents’ Motion to Hold Briefing in Abeyance, or
Alternatively for a 14-day Extension of Briefing Deadline. HPBA has already
separately filed an opposition to that motion.
2
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in this case should be denied because – stripped of the misrepresentations upon
which it is based – it amounts to nothing but an effort to delay or evade judicial
review of DOE’s unlawful decision to impose heating efficiency standards on
decorative vented gas fireplaces. DOE’s request for leave to file a motion to
dismiss out of time should be denied because DOE has not shown good cause
warranting leave to file its conspicuously ill-timed dispositive motion.
1.

HPBA has challenged DOE’s April 16, 2010 rule on the basis that

DOE’s decision to regulate decorative vented gas fireplaces and subject them to
heating efficiency standards was arbitrary, capricious, contrary to law, unsupported
by substantial evidence, and adopted without observance of procedure required by
law.

See Opening Brief of Petitioner Hearth, Patio & Barbecue Association

(“HPBA’s Brief) at, e.g., 2-4, 20-25. HPBA seeks relief vacating DOE’s “vented
hearth heater definition” and its heating efficiency standards as they apply to
decorative vented gas fireplaces. See HPBA’s Brief at 55-56. DOE now seeks to
interrupt briefing on the merits in this litigation on the grounds that HPBA’s
challenge to the April 16, 2010 rule is a challenge “solely to [a] regulatory
definition that has since been superseded” as a result of changes adopted in a
November 18, 2011 rule. DOE’s Motion to Dismiss at ¶ 1. In addition to claiming
that this November 18, 2011 rule entirely moots the issues raised by HPBA’s
challenge to the April 16, 2010 rule, DOE argues that briefing on the merits in this

3
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litigation should be interrupted in mid-stream – and that this litigation should be
held in abeyance – until litigation over the November 11, 2011 rule (which HPBA
has also challenged) has been resolved. DOE’s entire line of argument is meritless.
2.

DOE’s representation that its regulatory “vented hearth heater”

definition “is the sole focus of HPBA’s challenge to the 2010 rule” and that
“HPBA does not challenge the [heating efficiency] standards themselves”2 is
baseless. HPBA expressly asserts that DOE erred not just in expanding its “vented
hearth heater” definition to include decorative vented gas fireplaces, but also in
imposing heating efficiency standards on such products without required
justification and observance of procedure required by law.3 Accordingly, HPBA
does not simply seek relief with respect to DOE’s “vented hearth heater”
definition: it also expressly seeks to have the heating efficiency standards of the
April 16, 2010 rule vacated as to products for which they were never justified or
lawfully adopted.4
3.

DOE’s suggestion that this litigation amounts to a challenge to “[a]

2

DOE’s Motion to Dismiss at ¶ 1.

3

See HPBA Brief at e.g., 31-33, 36-38, 50-53.

4

See HPBA Brief at 55-56.

4
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regulatory definition that has since been superseded”5 is equally baseless. Despite
repeated misleading suggestions in DOE’s court submissions,6 the truth is that
April 16, 2010 final rule defined decorative vented gas fireplaces as “vented hearth
heaters” and the November 18, 2011 rule did not amend the regulatory language
defining what a “vented hearth heater” is. To the contrary, the November 18,
2011 rule only amended substantive regulatory requirements that DOE included in
its definitions section, leaving the language defining the scope of the term “vented
hearth heater” precisely as it was adopted in the April 16, 2010 rule. See Motion
to Dismiss at ¶ 5 (showing where the textual changes occurred). As DOE at one
point does acknowledge, HPBA does challenge this portion of the rule, which
“remains unchanged in the current definition.” DOE’s Motion to Dismiss at ¶ 3, p.
7.

5

Motion to Dismiss at ¶ 5.

6

See DOE's Motion to Dismiss at ¶ 2 ("The 2010 definition of vented hearth
heater is no longer in effect and has been superseded by a new definition of the
same term"), and ¶ 3, p. 6 ("the earlier 2010 definition, challenged in HBPA's brief,
has disappeared and no longer has any legal or practical effect"); Respondents
Motion to Hold Briefing in Abeyance or Alternatively for a 14-Day Extension of
Briefing Deadline at ¶ 1 (HPBA challenges "a now-defunct definition" that has
been "superseded in its entirety by a new definition"); Reply in Support of
Respondent's Motion to Hold Briefing in Abeyance or Alternatively for a 14-Day
Extension of Briefing Deadline at ¶ 1 ("The captioned cases concern a regulatory
definition that has been replaced and is no longer in effect”) and ¶ 3 ("The
definition of vented hearth heater in the 2010 rule . . . is no longer in effect, and
has been superseded").

5
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In its April 16, 2010 rule, DOE decided to regulate decorative vented

gas fireplaces as heaters and subject them to heating efficiency standards. By
statute, such standards can be imposed only if DOE has provided opportunity for
comment as to whether they are technologically feasible and economically justified
and determined that such standards are, in fact, technologically feasible or
economically justified. 42 U.S.C. §§ 6295(p)(1)-(2), 6295(o)(2)(A)-(B). DOE had
never proposed to regulate decorative vented gas fireplaces as heaters, and
provided no opportunity for comment as to whether it could or should; nor had
DOE provided notice that it might impose heating efficiency standards on
decorative vented gas fireplaces, let alone an opportunity for comment as to
whether such standards would be technologically feasible or economically
justified. HPBA’s Brief at 9-13, 29-33. DOE nevertheless defined decorative
vented gas fireplaces as “vented hearth heaters” and subjected them to heating
efficiency standards without even considering whether such standards would be
technologically feasible or economically justified. Id. at 14-17. DOE imposed
these standards – knowing that they were inappropriate for decorative vented gas
fireplaces – so that it could use them as a means to coerce compliance with
alternative requirements imposed as a condition for “exclusion” from the heating
efficiency standards. Id. In the April 16, 2010 rule, DOE’s aim was to impose a
maximum energy input limit designed to restrict the use of gas for aesthetic rather

6
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than utilitarian heating purposes. Id.; see 75 Fed. Reg. 20112, 20129 (April 16,
2010). DOE’s November 18, 2011 rule did nothing to change the basic approach
it had adopted in the April 16, 2010 final rule; it simply modified the alternative
requirements DOE sought to impose, replacing the energy input limit for
decorative vented gas fireplaces with a set of labeling, warranty, and design
requirements including a ban on standing pilot lights. This change did nothing to
alter the basic rule structure imposed by the April 16, 2010 rule7 and is not even
material to the challenge to that rule presented in HPBA’s opening brief. HPBA’s
Brief at 19-20.
5.

The heating efficiency standards for decorative vented gas fireplaces –

if not lawfully imposed by the April 16, 2011 rule – have never been lawfully
imposed at all and should be vacated. HPBA challenges the adoption of these
heating efficiency standards, and is entitled to a timely decision on the merits. A
challenge to the November 18, 2011 rule would not be an appropriate or even
possible vehicle for resolution of HPBA’s challenge, because the question of
whether DOE’s decision to impose heating efficiency standards on decorative

7

As DOE explained in adopting the November 18, 2011 rule, “[m]anufacturers of
vented hearth products who choose not to avail themselves of” the new alternative
requirements “will be subject to the energy conservation standards for vented
hearth heaters promulgated in the April 2010 final rule." 76 Fed. Reg. 71836 at
71837 (November 18, 2011).

7
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vented gas fireplaces was arbitrary, capricious, contrary to law, unsupported by
substantial evidence, or adopted without observance of procedure required by law
can be resolved only through review of the April 16, 2010 rule in which those
standards were adopted.
6.

The November 18, 2011 rule was based on the premise that the April

16, 2010 rule had been lawfully imposed and that its requirements were
economically justified. It is based directly on the rule structure adopted by the
April 16, 2010 rule, and its provisions cannot even be applied independent of the
provisions at issue in this litigation. It therefore makes sense to defer litigation
over the November 18, 2011 rule until the validity of its foundation can be
determined by a decision on the merits in this litigation. For this reason, the
petitioners challenging the November 18, 2011 rule intend to file a motion to hold
that litigation in abeyance pending a decision on the merits in this case. An order
holding this litigation in abeyance pending review of the November 18, 2011 rule
– as DOE suggests – would serve only to suspend briefing on the merits of this
litigation on the very eve of its completion, leaving the heating efficiency standards
for decorative vented gas fireplaces in place, and thus keeping the manufacturers of
such products over a barrel until they are left with no choice but to comply with
unlawfully-imposed requirements or risk the possibility that they will be left
without the ability to sell their products at all. DOE’s motion seeking such an

8
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outcome should therefore be denied.
7.

Circuit Rule 27(g)(1) provides that dispositive motions must be filed

within 45 days of docketing “unless, for good cause shown, the court grants leave
for a later filing.” This case was docketed on May 27, 2010; DOE’s Motion to
Dismiss, filed on January 19, 2012, is therefore untimely. DOE knew what the
content of the November 18, 2011 rule would be substantially before it was
formally published, and it could obviously have sought leave to file any motion to
dismiss this litigation as moot months ago. There is no excuse for its delay.
DOE’s argument that HPBA’s brief on the merits somehow suggested the basis for
its motion (DOE’s Motion to Dismiss at ¶ 5) is nothing but a product of the same
mischaracterization of the issues in this litigation and the import of the November
18, 2011 rule that have already been addressed in this Opposition. In any event,
any issues raised in HPBA’s brief on the merits are appropriately addressed in
DOE’s own brief on the merits; this is, after all, what the Respondents did in cases
cited in DOE’s motion.

See Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnership v.

Salazar, 661 F.3d 66, 78-79 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (resolving mootness claim after all
briefs filed); Teledesic LLC v. FCC, 275 F.3d 75 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (same)
Northwest Pipeline Corp. v. FERC, 863 F.2d 73 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (same). The
filing of a separate motion for this purpose – just two weeks before DOE’s brief on
the merits is due – was plainly unnecessary and would serve only to further burden

9
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the parties and the court. The timing of this motion and the context of its filing
speak for themselves. There being no good cause to justify the tardy filing of
DOE’s motion to dismiss, leave to file should be denied.
Dated: January 27, 2012

Respectfully submitted,
POLSINELLI SHUGHART PC
/s/ Barton D. Day, Esq.
Barton D. Day, Esq.
William D. Blakely, Esq.
Lauren DeSantis-Then, Esq.
1152 15th Street, N.W.
Suite 800
Washington, DC 20005
Telephone: (202) 783-3300
Fax: (202) 783-3535
Email: bday@polsinelli.com
wblakely@polsinelli.com
ldesantis@polsinelli.com
Attorneys for Petitioner
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on January 27, 2012, I caused the foregoing to be
electronically filed with the Clerk of the Court by using the CM/ECF system which
will send a notice of electronic filing to the following:
H. Thomas Byron III
Civil Division, Appellate Staff, DOJ
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530
H.Thomas.Byron@usdoj.gov
Michael S. Raab
Civil Division, Appellate Staff, DOJ
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530
Michael.Raab@usdoj.gov
Timothy D. Ballo
Earthjustice
1625 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Suite 702
Washington, D.C. 20036-2212
tballo@earthjustice.org
Katherine Kennedy
Natural Resources Defense Council
40 W. 20th Street
New York, NY 10011
kkennedy@nrdc.org
Christine Chang
Natural Resources Defense Council
1200 New York Avenue, N.W.
Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20005
cchang@nrdc.org
/s/ Barton D. Day
Barton D. Day, Esq.
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